
MOREMI & KHWAI LUXURY SAFARI
7 DAY SAFARI



7 DAY LUXURY SAFARI
Moremi 3 Nights, Khwai 3 Nights 

Day 1 To 4 - Moremi
The safari starts when the guests are met at an 
airstrip in Moremi and then enjoy a game drive to 
their private camp in the African savannah. For the 
next 3 nights and 4 days you will explore the 
incredible Moremi in a custom �tted 4 x 4 vehicle 
that seats 7 guests in individual seats.

The typical safari day usually consists of an early 
morning wakeup call followed by a light breakfast 
before departing on a morning game drive that 
lasts until brunch/lunch time. The early afternoon 
is spent relaxing until tea time when it is time to 
depart on an afternoon game drive. At sundown 
return to camp for dinner under the stars. 
However there is nothing set in stone in terms of 
time. We believe that the most important aspect 
of a safari is actually being out on safari and not 
stuck in camp.

The game drives in the Moremi take you through 

the open grasslands and swamp areas. There is an  
incredible abundance of bird life and wildlife.  
There is always a sense of expectance and whether 
you are looking at a herd of Impala or the resident 
lions, one is always surrounded by the beautiful 
Okavango Delta. The Moremi reserve has a huge 
variety of animals, especially predators and bird 
life and so there is always something to see on the 
drives. As an optional activity one can take a full 
day boat cruise on the Delta but this should be 
booked in advance. It is a wonderful day as there 
are some huge nesting sites at certain times of the 
year. You might be lucky to �nd a huge elephant 
feeding in the water or a pod of hippo, but 
whatever you may see the scenery is fantastic.

The fact that you are luxury camping in the park 
enables you to have an incredible wildlife 
experience but it is also gives one the chance to 
experience the true African Bush.
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Day 5 To 7 - Khwai
Today we rise early, have a light breakfast and do a  
game drive while sta� set down camp for us and 
move it to Khwai.

The Khwai area is part of the Okavango Delta and is 
separated from the Moremi Game Reserve by waters 
out of the delta, the Khwai river. This is the currency of 
life for all the animals in this area & due to the dry outer 
surrounding they are all drawn to the river.  
 
The next 3 days will be spent in this area as the river 
and its seasonal �oodplains are central to all drives 
where one can �nd abundant wildlife and birds.  
Game activities include game drive, night drives and a 

great optional extra being a 3 hour Makoro trip, which 
is a wonderful way to investigate the waterways with 
your poler guide. * Please note the seasonal 
�uctuations and �ow of the delta cannot be predicted 
and so please enquire if this activity is available for the 
time of year you are travelling.

Day 7 
After breakfast you will take a game drive to the 
airstrip for your onward journeys. This is not the end 
of the journey as Africa is now in you so we look 
forward to seeing you back soon. If nothing else 
spread the good word of your experiences and time 
with us.

GEMSBOK



INCLUDED
Accommodation
• In large spacious out of Africa style tents that are insect proof walk-in tents with comfortable beds.
• Solar lights in tent and bathroom.
• The ablutions are en-suite, consisting of a toilet and safari showers.
• Weather permitting laundry is done daily with the exception of the days the camp moves to its next location.

Safari Staff
The safari is run by a dedicated crew of sta� in camp, who perform all camp chores which include providing gourmet 
meals, tidy plus clean tents and if you are on an extended safari move the camp for your arrival in the new area.

Vehicles
• The vehicles used on the safari are custom �tted 4 x 4 vehicles.
• The vehicles seat 7 people excluding the guide.

Meals on Safari
• Three substantial meals per day are served, between planned safari activities.
• Menus of fresh produce change every day and vegetarian or special diets can be catered for by prior arrangement.

Drinks on Safari
• Assortment of soft drinks, local beers & spirits, will be on o�er throughout your safari inclusive in the price.
• South African wines are provided for meals and especially for a glorious sundowner.  
• Please note premium wines, champagne and spirits can be ordered on behalf of the guests and prepaid.
• Guests should indicate drinks preferences in advance, so they are catered for correctly.

Insurance
• We cover guests for medical evacuation only, therefore it is imperative that guests take out their own fully  
 comprehensive medical insurance to cover other emergency, hospitalization or further treatment.
• Unfortunately we cannot accept any client who does not have medical cover.
• We further more strongly suggest that all guests should take out travel insurance.

EXCLUDED
• Park Fees.
• Boat cruise on the Chobe River or Okavango Delta.
• Makoro excursion in the Okavango Delta.
• Please note the above will be charged at time of invoicing.

LUXURY SAFARIS EXPLAINED
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